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REWARDS
Handtools for professionals

Screwdriver Set
1600A0168F
These screwdrivers are extremely robust thanks to their 
metal shaft and metalic striking cap. Their soft grip also 
makes them particularly ergonomic. The hexagon head 
socket for open-ended and ratchet spanners allows for 
greater transfer of torque.

Plier Set
1600A016BG
Thanks to the leverage effect, up to 30% less physical 
exertion is needed. The pliers also feature a soft grip and 
anti-slip edges to ensure they can be used safely.

Tape Measure
1600A016BH
Measuring longer distances is simple thanks to the strong 
hook that sticks to metallic surfaces. It also features a 
robust 27 mm-wide nylon tape that can extend up to 2.7 
m without bending. The measuring tape is labelled on 
both sides to ensure that the measurement can be read off 
precisely from all angles.

Knife Set
1600A016BM
A folding knife that is fl exible and easy to operate, 
combined with a durable, handy and ergonomic cutter 
knife.

Level 25 cm
1600A016BN
This spirit level has a unique additional viewing window 
on the front end. This allows vertical measurements to 
easily be read off from the front. It is made from aluminium 
and has additional shock-absorbing end caps for extreme 
robustness and durability. This model also features a 
magnetic front end.

Level 60 cm
1600A016BP
This spirit level has a unique additional viewing window 
on the front end. This allows vertical measurements to 
easily be read off from the front. It is made from aluminium 
and has additional shock-absorbing end caps for extreme 
robustness and durability.


